Performance Center
by Smith & Wesson

Performance Center SW22 Victory

Target Model
SKU: 12081 • .22 LR • 10+1 Rounds

6" Carbon Fiber Target Barrel with Muzzle Brake

TANDEM CROSS "hiveGrips"
Aggressively textured rubber grips with target thumbrest

Custom Polished Feed Ramp
Flat Face Adjustable Target Trigger
Beveled Magazine Well
Extended Magazine Release
Custom Muzzle Brake
Vortex® Viper® Red Dot Sight 6 MOA Dot
Performance Center®
by Smith & Wesson®

SPECIFICATIONS
MODEL: Performance Center®
SW22 Victory® – Target Model
SKU: 12081
Caliber: .22 LR
Capacity: 10+1 Rounds
Action: Single Action
Barrel Length: 6.0” (15.2 cm)
Grip: Tandemkross “hiveGrips”
with Target Thumb Rest
Weight: 33.1 oz. (938.4 g)
Overall Length: 11.25” (28.6 cm)
Overall Height: 5.5” (14.0 cm)
Frame Material: Stainless Steel
Bolt & Barrel Mat’l: Stainless Steel
Finish: Satin Stainless
UPC Code: 022188875553

FEATURES
• Carbon Fiber, 6-inch Target Barrel
• Custom Muzzle Brake
• Vortex® Viper® Red Dot Sight - 6 MOA Dot
• Tandemkross “hiveGrips” with Target Thumb rest Grip
• Flat Face Target Trigger with Adjustable Trigger Stop
• Extended Magazine Release Button
• Custom Polished Feed Ramp
• Beveled Magazine Well
• Steel Reinforced Polymer Thumb Safety
• Picatinny-Style Rail Included
• Stainless Steel Frame
• (2) Ten-Round Magazines Included

SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED FOR

COMPETITIVE SHOOTING
SPORTS

Designed specifically for formal target shooting competitions!
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SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED FOR

COMPETITIVE SHOOTING
SPORTS

2 - 10 Round Magazines Included
SKU: 3001520
UPC Code: 022188868302

SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED FOR

COMPETITIVE SHOOTING
SPORTS

Designed specifically for formal target shooting competitions such as NRA Precision Pistol